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Lifecycle for planting cell-celebration churches
Much like the birth and growth of a person, a cell-celebration church plant’s life begins with
conception and continues through various stages. Reproduction of a congregation or
another church plant is evidence of adulthood and completes the cycle of life.

! CC2287
Conception phase
envisioning

! CC2424
Adulthood phase

Achieving clarity of values
and vision is a primary task
of the church planter in the
conception phase. This will
be essential as the church
planter recruits a leadership
team.

planting a new church

! CC2312
Prenatal phase

initial leadership team

Staffing and facilities may need to be
evaluated. A natural outcome of a vision to
multiply disciples and cell groups is to plant
new churches or congregations. This will mean
training a church planter, researching a new
area and gathering and launching a team.

The church planter will need to
gather a core leadership team.
Unifying the team and beginning
to reach out to the ministry focus
group will be the primary
tasks of the prenatal phase.

! CC2404

! CC2335
Birth phase

Adolescence phase

prototype cell group begun

7-10 cell groups,
public celebration

As evangelistic efforts begin to bear
fruit, a prototype cell group will be
developed with leaders and interns.
Discipling of new converts and
reaching their network of
relationships should be a part of the
cell group’s focus.

Weekly public celebrations will mark
this phase. The vision of the church
as it is lived out in cell groups should
be regularly highlighted from the
pulpit. A clear assimilation track for
newcomers must be in place.

! CC2382

! CC2360
Infancy phase

Childhood phase

2-4 cell groups,
monthly private worship

4-7 cell groups,
weekly private worship
As the private worship gatherings increase
in frequency, believers will be mobilized
for ministry to prepare for public
celebrations. Identifying and training
coaches will be a primary task in this
phase.
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! WK1042

The multiplication of the prototype cell into two
or more cell groups marks the beginning of this
phase. With multiple cells, there will need to be
some large group activities that can serve as a
gathering point for the emerging core group.
Regular leadership meetings will also begin.
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